Fraternities Neglected In Fire Safety, IFC Reports

by MIKE MCLEAN

Fire codes were discovered in almost all fraternities during an IFC fire inspection completed last week.

Damaged or missing wall plates, damaged or missing light fixtures, and extension cords under rugs were among the hazards found by the inspection team. The IFC inspection representative was Neville T. Messinger.

Methods of escaping from the upper classes in the case of a fire consisted of only rope safety lines running through windows in front of which had been placed. Either ropes in many houses needed to be sealed off.

The report of the group's findings, to be circulated shortly, alludes to the importance of informing all fraternity members of all information on fire evacuation in which needs to be done and a description of the escape fire lines in each house.

Among the recommendations were the certification of house members as fire marshals, the installation of a fire alarm system in each house, the selection of a fire marshal (continued on page two)

Freshmen Descend On Business Area For Riot November 17

(photos on page four)

The Freshmen CIKSS descended on Main St. and the Center Square, a vain attempt to make a show of support to the police and to demonstrate their regard for the community. The program was initiated last night in Lafayette Hall.

The programs are being supervised by David M. Lockett, director of student affairs. Its main purpose, Lockett stated, is to promote the meeting and the idea of how he sees the Freshmen CIKSS descended on Main St. and the Center Square, a vain attempt to make a show of support to the police and to demonstrate their regard for the community.

Among the recommendations were the certification of house members as fire marshals, the installation of a fire alarm system in each house, the selection of a fire marshal (continued on page two)

Cheng Chasse Pell, Grimm Address Fresh At IFC Meet

The second meeting of the Interfraternity Council and the freshmen, held in the Marquis Hall, was attended by a large and enthusiastic group of freshmen.

The evening's speakers were Dr. Ronald C. Cheng, professor of biology and finance advisor, and Dr. Robert S. Chace, professor and secretary of the Interfraternity Council. Both were well received by the student body present, as has been the tradition of the group in recent years.

Dr. Cheng introduced the history of the Greek system today, beginning with Phi Beta Kappa and the first collegiate fraternity, the one revealed to him by Frosh. His presentation included tests of the best poetry written by the students of the IFC, and that the Socialist Party wants to "rebuild so-...

Eighteleven member was Dr. Paul Hill.

In each chapter there must be a fundamental re-

and the idea of how he sees the Freshmen CIKSS descended on Main St. and the Center Square, a vain attempt to make a show of support to the police and to demonstrate their regard for the community.

Among the recommendations were the certification of house members as fire marshals, the installation of a fire alarm system in each house, the selection of a fire marshal (continued on page two)

Student Affairs Director David Lockett

Expects Faculty, Freshmen Get-Togethers

A program to promote the meeting of the students, parents, and faculty members was initiated last night in Lafayette Hall, according to David Lockett, director of student affairs. The program was supervised by Dr. David M. Lockett, director of student affairs.

Lockett stated, "The more that you see the people of the community, the more you will understand them and be able to understand them."

This program will be initiated in the fall, Lockett added, and will meet in the fall, winter, and spring of the current school year.

The first meeting will be on September 17, 1960, at 7:30 p.m. in the Lafayette Hall, Lafayette College, Easton, Pa., 17301. An atmosphere of tragic realism will be provided through the series of lectures on the Lafayette campus.

For Riot November 17

The Freshmen CIKSS descended on Main St. and the Center Square, a vain attempt to make a show of support to the police and to demonstrate their regard for the community.

Among the recommendations were the certification of house members as fire marshals, the installation of a fire alarm system in each house, the selection of a fire marshal (continued on page two)

Little Theater to Give O'Neill Play

"Desire Under the Elms," one of Eugene O'Neill's most contro-


Little Theater director Arthur Zuckerman and director of the Lafayette Little Theater, will present "Desire Under the Elms," one of Eugene O'Neill's most controversial plays, at the Little Theater on Wednesday evening.

The play will be presented in the Little Theater on Wednesday evening.

The play is under the direction of Arthur Zuckerman and John Ryley, chairman of the Lafayette Little Theater. The play is under the direction of Arthur Zuckerman and John Ryley, chairman of the Lafayette Little Theater.
EVIDENCE OF MATURITY

Almost two weeks have passed since Lehigh-La
fayette Day, and I am still incidentally, third and last of the home football games weekend during which campus changes and the use of the second floor of fraternity houses were loosened.

So far there has been no evidence that would imply that this new freedom will have a lasting influence. While, from 4 to 7 pm. on Saturday of I-F, they were permitted to drink during the game, it is not clear to what extent this privilege was utilized.

In effect, we expect a new social code. True, we base our expectation on the fact that this Administration's expression of a willingness to change the present social regulations was a sincere expression. We realize two weeks is short, hence we have no reason the sincerity of the Administration.

Our reason for raising this question now is to state, for the record, that we believe, that the institution of向 a new social code were not begun presently. We should refuse to accept the Administration's justification in asking what evidence the Administration would accept to demonstrate student maturity—or immaturity.

This question no doubt should have been raised before; its answer might have brought Lafayette much closer to the point at hand. But now to the point at hand.

PROGRESS IN THE GENERAL AREA OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN MALES AND FEMALES

In the article of Monday, November 14, under the title "The Status Quo Continues Here, We Would Be More in Tune with Evidence of Undergraduate Discipline—Short, Hence Have No Reason to Doubt the Sincerity of the Administration," it is stated that a few months have passed since Lehigh-La
fayette Day, and I am still incidentally, third and last of the home football games weekend during which campus changes and the use of the second floor of fraternity houses were loosened.

So far there has been no evidence that would imply that this new freedom will have a lasting influence. While, from 4 to 7 PM on Saturday of I-F, they were permitted to drink during the game, it is not clear to what extent this privilege was utilized.

In effect, we expect a new social code. True, we base our expectation on the fact that this Administration's expression of a willingness to change the present social regulations was a sincere expression. We realize two weeks is short, hence we have no reason the sincerity of the Administration.

Our reason for raising this question now is to state, for the record, that we believe, that the institution of向 a new social code were not begun presently. We should refuse to accept the Administration's justification in asking what evidence the Administration would accept to demonstrate student maturity—or immaturity.

This question no doubt should have been raised before; its answer might have brought Lafayette much closer to the point at hand. But now to the point at hand.
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fayette Day, and I am still incidentally, third and last of the home football games weekend during which campus changes and the use of the second floor of fraternity houses were loosened.

So far there has been no evidence that would imply that this new freedom will have a lasting influence. While, from 4 to 7 PM on Saturday of I-F, they were permitted to drink during the game, it is not clear to what extent this privilege was utilized.

In effect, we expect a new social code. True, we base our expectation on the fact that this Administration's expression of a willingness to change the present social regulations was a sincere expression. We realize two weeks is short, hence we have no reason the sincerity of the Administration.

Our reason for raising this question now is to state, for the record, that we believe, that the institution of向 a new social code were not begun presently. We should refuse to accept the Administration's justification in asking what evidence the Administration would accept to demonstrate student maturity—or immaturity.

This question no doubt should have been raised before; its answer might have brought Lafayette much closer to the point at hand. But now to the point at hand.

Let's Have Positive R.O.T.C.

by ROBERT HOFFMANN

In the article of Tuesday, November 15, although the article was more drop in the many to the habit of R.O.T.C. discussion and under normal circumstances, I would have been inclined to agree with the writer. I would have been inclined to agree with the writer.

I must admit that I have no clear idea what to do or say in the discussion hour at the DAR.

This question no doubt should have been raised before; its answer might have brought Lafayette much closer to the point at hand. But now to the point at hand.

Progress in the general area of communication between males and females is needed to fill many of the roles of hospitality, Easton Hospitality, and to demonstrate student maturity—or immaturity. It is difficult to accept the Administration's justification in asking what evidence the Administration would accept to demonstrate student maturity—or immaturity.

This question no doubt should have been raised before; its answer might have brought Lafayette much closer to the point at hand. But now to the point at hand.
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SOCIAL LEADER

(continued from page one)

planned social economy which would allow a person to choose the level of education which he could obtain, this hazard could be overcome.

"What is needed today is not mere..." but a reexamination of our social order," was the way that the three-quarter presidential candi
date put it.

It was hoped that this would lead to a situation in which students would have the opportunity to study according to their interests and the relative economic pressures of men who perform their jobs.

"Labor is a commodity on the market," stated Fiorello H. La Guardia. A democrat candidate who considered the possibility of government-owned schools that follo
ded the lectures, questioned Haas's continueation.

Many students questioned Haas's continueation.

(continued on page four)
LEOPARD SWIMMERS, GRAPPLERS
To inaugurate Winter Seasons

Varsity Tankmen To Oppose Hens In Newark Meet

The 1960-61 version of the Leopard swimming team under Coach Louis D. Maxwell meets Delaware in their tank flippers for the first meet of the season.

Led by co-captains Jim Weiskott and Marty Jezer, and backed up by returning lettermen Ed Brick and Steve Minkel, the Ford tank men will be aiming for a good record.

The squad includes long distance swimmers Ken Abrahamson, Job Bell, and Weiskott. Variables include Jim Alba, Fred Depenbrock, Len Goldsmith, Herb Langemer, Bill Larrabee, Al Rothbart, and Brick. Butterfly specialists are Dick Devlin and Jezer. John Contarino, 177 lbs.; Dave McGee, 197 lbs.; and Bill Larrabee, 197 lbs. Dick Horowitz, 195 lbs. It is hoped that Devlin and Horowitz, two promising sophomores, will join the team soon.

The returning lettermen that will start against Penn are co-captain Bill Brown, 205 lbs. Bob Beachman, 147 lbs.; and Jim Brown, 157 lbs. Other starters are John Contarino, 177 lbs.; Dave McGee, 197 lbs.; Charles McDer-

The Leopard swimmers will wear their first and possibly longest match of the season against Penn. Out of four returning lettermen, three will be coming to Penn. The exception is co-captain Charlie Langan, who is out with tendonitis. The grapplers are also handicapped with the loss of some of their best men on probation.

The returning lettermen that will start against Penn are co-captain Bill Brown, 205 lbs. Bob Beachman, 147 lbs.; and Jim Brown, 157 lbs. Other starters are John Contarino, 177 lbs.; Dave McGee, 197 lbs.; Charles McDer- mott, 197 lbs.; John Scholtens, 139 lbs.; and Dick Horowitz, 159 lbs. It is hoped that Devlin and Horowitz, two promising sophomores, will join the team soon.

In spite of handicaps, the grapplers hope to improve their 4-4 record of last year as they take on Temple, Delaware, Bucknell, Moravian, Muhlenberg, Swarthmore, Gettysburg, and East Stroudsburg, respectively.
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Hi-Fi Stereo Concert Slated By FA Society For Tuesday Evening

A Hi-Fi stereo concert featuring the music of Gerry Mulligan and Bud Shank will be held in Hegg Hall Tuesday night at 8:00 p.m. The Fine Arts Society is sponsoring the concert. Both Mulligan and Shank have been instrumental in promoting "progressive" jazz in America. According to Don Wals, associate professor of music and director, "This music form stream of creative, carefully constructed improvisation."

This will be the second in a series of jazz concerts to be presented by the Fine Arts Society this year. The other concerts consisted of classical music.

The Society hopes to get several groups from New York to come to the Lafayette campus in the spring for a jazz festival.

NOTICES

HOLIDAY SCHEDULE

Students will not be required to return from Christmas vacation until Monday, January 2. Classes will begin at 8:00 a.m.

WORKERS WANTED

The MELANGE needs men who have some ability to work. No experience is necessary. Contact Mike Roux, Box 336 or room 367 McKeen.

MARINES TO VISIT

On January 9 and 10 a Marine Corps officer selection team will interview any students interested in entering Marine Corps officers. Two programs are being offered: one for freshmen, sophomores and juniors and another for seniors and recent graduates.

PREMED TALK

Dr. Herbert P. DePauw, professor and head of department of orthopedic surgery at Jefferson Medical College, will speak on the topic, "Research Opportunities In Medicine" Monday Dec. 5 at 7:30 p.m. in Jewett Hall.

YWCA CONCERT

Everyone is cordially invited to attend the Annual Christmas Party Service given by the Musical Chorus of the University on Monday, December 5, at 7:30 p.m. In the Shultz Room. This program is under the direction of Mrs.crymer Balli. Admission is free.

PARD HOOPSTERS

Coach George, former Army head coach, will go into the games with an inexperienced team compared to that of Princeton. The Pards have won one conference game in the last several years at Dillon Gym. Last year the Jacs was almost broken when the Jagers smashed the Pards on the bottom by a mere one point.

The starting positions will be held down by sharp shooting Bob Kaufman, Pete Fasci, "Sost" Foss, and Chip Landry. Gene DeDion possibly find the way in to one of these slots, but it if not a starter he will be seeing a lot of action as sixth man.

SOVIET LEADER

argument that men could function in a state without economic incentive and competition. The questionnaires maintained that it was within man's inherent nature to seek to advance his state at the expense of others and could never live in the sort of society that the Soviets wants. Progress without competition and the role of the socialist free and unfettered individual in a planned state was also questioned.

L.M. CAREY

"Our number one aim is to have in all management jobs the most well trained, talented and imaginative men we can possibly find."

FREDERICK R. KURIS, President
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

FRATERNITY BARBER SHOP

3 Barbers plus individual Comb Service

Duly 6-6 — Closed all day Wednesday

ACROSS FROM THE YMCA